MAX-PROP
AUTOMATIC FEATHERING PROPELLERS

Max-Prop Easy: A great choice for a wide range of boats
The MAX PROP EASY is a true step forward in MAX PROP design. The ease of installation
and simple pitch adjustment make this model a great choice for a wide range of boats. This
design provides smooth and efficient power. Available in 2, 3 and 4 blade models.
Available from 12” to 47”
diametersfor shafts 1” to 3” or
metric equivalent also available for
Sail Drive applications.
Adjustable pitch

Ideal for long range and local cruiser yachts

•	Average sailing speed increased by
around 15%
• Newer blade and hub design
•	Average sailing speed increased by
around 15%
• Great forward power in all conditions
•	Improved reverse, manoeuvrability and
stopping power
• Externally adjustable pitch
•	One piece installation (can be done easily
by a diver so no need for a haul out)
Just like other Max-Prop propellers, the Easy
model feathers to a low drag position while
sailing. Under sail the Max-Prop will increase
average sailing speed by around 15%, the
largest difference being noticed when sailing
in light airs.
In forward drive the Max-Prop will offer near
to fixed propeller performance. The Max-Prop
utilizes the same leading edge in forward as
it does in reverse giving the propeller the
same thrust in both directions dramatically
improving control and power in reverse.
The installation of the Max-Prop Easy is
very simple. The propeller is delivered

assembled. Just slip the hub on the
shaft, secure the nut, lock screws
and fit the anode. As with all MaxProp propellers the Easy model is
pitch adjustable. This can be done in
the water as the propeller does not
need to be disassembled to change
the pitch. Should you want to tweak
the pitch settings to ‘fine tune’ your
engine loadings you can. Simply swap
between pitch screws provided - these
alter the pitch in 2 degree increments.

Download
installation
guide on
website
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Acclaim for Max-Prop:

“W

e can now trundle along most
satisfactorily in 5-10 kts when
we would hardly have been moving
before. The Max-Prop feathers very
easily and is better astern than my old
fixed prop”.
Edward Ferris - Sole Bay 35 motorsailer fitted with a 22”, 4 bladed
generation 2, Maxprop EASY

Feathering blades
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